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ABSTRACT

Study Objectives: Three of the most commonly
used agents for conscious sedation in the
Emergency Department (ED) are ketamine,
fentanyl/versed, and propofol. In this study, we
measured and compared the total times spent
in the ED with each of these agents. Our
objective was to determine whether the use of
propofol for conscious sedation was associated
with a shorter length of ED stay as compared to
the other two agents. Methods: This was a
consecutive case series. All patients who
required procedural conscious sedation who
presented to the ED at University of California,
Irvine Medical Center from January 2003
through April 2004 were included in the study.
The attending ED physician evaluated the patient
and determined which medication(s) would be
administered. All patients underwent procedural
sedation according to the ED’s standardized
sedation protocol. The times and dosages of
administered medications and the sedation/
consciousness level (SCL) scores were recorded
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by ED nurses at 3-5 minute intervals. Data was
abstracted prospectively. The time to sedation (first
dose of agent to SCL score of 2 or less) and time to
recovery (last dose of agent to SCL score of 4) of
the different regimens were then analyzed and
compared. Results: Thirty-eight patients received
propofol, 38 received ketamine, and 14 received
fentanyl/versed. The mean times to sedation
(minutes) were: propofol 4.5 (95% CI: 3.3-5.7),
ketamine 10.6 (95% CI: 5.8 –15.4), fentanyl/versed
11.5 (95% CI: 3.5-19.4). The mean times to recovery
were: propofol 21.6 (95% CI: 16.1-27.1), ketamine
55.4 (95% CI: 46.2-64.5), fentanyl/versed 59.9 (95%
CI: 20.3-99.5). Propofol had a statistically significant
shorter time to sedation than both ketamine
(p<.001) and fentanyl/versed (p=.022). Propofol also
produced shorter recovery times than both ketamine
(p<.001) and fentanyl/versed (p=.002). Conclusion:
In this study, sedation and recovery times were
shorter with propofol than with ketamine or
fentanyl/versed. The use of propofol for conscious
sedation in this non-randomized study was
associated with a shorter ED length of stay.

INTRODUCTION

Conscious sedation is commonly utilized in the ED to
facilitate the completion of painful procedures and
imaging studies. Three of the most commonly used
FDA approved agents for procedural sedation are
ketamine, fentanyl/versed, and propofol. The purpose
of this study was to compare the times to sedation
onset and recovery times for propofol, ketamine, and
fentanyl/versed as an indirect measure of the impact
that each agent may have on ED length of stay. We
hypothesized that the use of propofol, an ultra-short
acting agent, would be associated with shorter duration
of onset and recovery time.

METHODS

This was a prospective consecutive case
series of all adult or pediatric patients
receiving ED procedural conscious
sedation at the University of California,
Irvine Medical Center from January
2003 through April 2004. All subjects
underwent conscious sedation for
orthopedic procedures, laceration
repairs, minor surgical procedures,
foreign body removal, or imaging
studies. Choice of medication(s) for

conscious sedation was determined by attending ED
physicians. This study was not funded by the
pharmaceutical industry. Standardized procedural
conscious sedation protocols were used in all patients.
The subject’s vital signs, oxygen saturation, time and
dosages of medications, as well as the sedation/
consciousness level (SCL) score were monitored and
recorded by a trained ED nurse every 3-5 minutes.

                    Figure 2.

        Figure 1. Data Collection Sheet.
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Data were abstracted by emergency medicine research
associates, who were trained to extract data using a
scripted instrument. Data were analyzed using STATA
7.0 (Stata Corporation, College Station, TX). Time to
sedation was defined as the time from the first dose of
medication to the time that an SCL score of 2 (drowsy,
delayed response to loudness and touch) or less was
achieved. Time to recovery was defined as the time from
the last dose of medication to the time that an SCL score
of 4 (awake, alert, normal response to auditory stimuli)
was met. We then compared the sedation and recovery
times of the different agents using the Mann-Whitney
rank test. Confidence intervals were calculated assuming
a normal population. The study protocol was approved
by our hospital’s Institutional Review Board.

RESULTS

Ninety patients were enrolled. Thirty-eight patients
received propofol, thirty-eight ketamine, and fourteen
fentanyl/versed. The mean times to sedation (minutes)
were: propofol 4.5 (95% CI: 3.3-5.7), ketamine 10.6
(95% CI: 5.8 –15.4), fentanyl/versed 11.5 (95% CI: 3.5-
19.4). See Figure 2. The mean times to recovery
(minutes) were: propofol 21.6 (95% CI: 16.1-27.1),
ketamine 55.4 (95%CI: 46.2-64.5), fentanyl/versed 59.9
(95% CI: 20.3-99.5). See Figure 3. Propofol had
statistically significant shorter time to onset of sedation
than ketamine (p<0.001) and fentanyl/versed (p<0.022).
Propofol also produced shorter recovery times than
ketamine (p<0.001) and fentanyl/versed (p=0.002).

DISCUSSION

The pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of
propofol, ketamine, and fentanyl/versed are well
described.1 Propofol has emerged as an agent of choice

for many ED physicians because of its effective sedation
and brief recovery.1 In this study we found propofol to
have a statistically significant shorter time to sedation
and time to recovery than ketamine and fentanyl/versed.
These two measurements, especially the latter, have a
large influence on the ED length of stay. We believe that
the major factors influencing ED length of stay for
patients undergoing conscious sedation are time to onset
of sedation, duration of procedure, and time to recovery.
The length of the procedure is variable and operator
dependent. Time to onset of sedation and time to
recovery are the two variables influenced by choice of
sedation agent, leading to a conclusion that the use of
propofol may be associated with a shorter ED length of
stay.

Propofol’s shorter recovery time may also increase
patient safety because of a potential decreased risk of
aspiration and hypoxemia.2-4,7 Shorter ED stay may also
be associated with increased ED efficiency, greater
patient satisfaction, and higher cost-effectiveness.2,3,5,7,8

Other studies have demonstrated similar recovery times
to the 21.6 minute time that we found. Bassett et al.
found a median recovery time of 18 minutes;2, Guenther
et al. found a median of 25 minutes;3 and Havel et al.
documented a mean recovery time of 14.9 minutes.4
Two other groups of investigators found shorter mean
recovery times of 6.1 minutes and 8 minutes.5,6

Although we did not measure the incidence of
complications among the three agents, many studies
have shown no major respiratory complications with
the agents we examined. This too was our experience
as no subject required endotracheal intubation, a result

likely arising from meticulous attention
to pre-oxygenation and supplemental
oxygen throughout the procedures.7

Aspiration, another potential
complication, was not witnessed
during any of our procedures. By
definition, conscious sedation allows
brainstem activity to remain normal
and does not alter processes for
maintaining essential cardiac and
respiratory function. Although some
argue that propofol produces “deep
sedation,” where one may partially
loose protective reflexes, three factors
may have protected patients from this
complication: 1) propofol has
antiemetic qualities; 2) patients are

                                          Figure 3.
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usually fasted for 6 hours, and 3) the procedures
performed were of relatively short duration.8, 9 Both
hypoxia and aspiration would seem to be less of a risk
during a brief recovery from sedation.

We recognize several limitations of this study. Subjects
were not randomized, and medications were chosen based
on patient characteristics and physician preferences.
Physicians were not blinded to the medication used and
the effective dosages of medications may have differed.
Thus, although suggestive, the results from this study
cannot be viewed with the same confidence as results
of a prospective, randomized, double-blinded trial.
Further study is needed to definitively ascertain whether
propofol is currently the best agent for ED procedural
sedation.
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